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Hot sockets are a very serious and prominent concern for the metering industry. 
Meter socket safety issues, including fires, 
are nothing new. Due to the rise in 
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) 
deployments throughout the world and 
more readily accessible information, the 
number of reported hot socket incidents is 
on the rise. There has been significant 
debate, both inside and outside the 
industry, about the root cause of these 
events. Are they caused by the new meters 
being installed? Perhaps a defective meter 
socket is to blame? Could it be that the 
meter was improperly installed? Some 
have suggested that environmental factors 
such as vibration are to blame.  

At the moment our industry (utilities, 
meter manufacturers and socket 
manufacturers) has not reached a consensus of the root cause for the reported 
incidents. Failure to identify potential causes for these events and take proactive 
steps toward mitigation leave the industry in a defensive position against bad 
public relations and unknown financial liabilities.  

To prevent hot socket issues, one first has to understand what causes these 
incidents to occur. There are several possible features or sources that can cause 
hot sockets, but among the most prevalent are:

• Mechanical Breakdown of Components
• Excessive Moisture
• Environmental Contaminants
• Frequent Meter Change Outs (resulting in loss of jaw tension)
• Excessive Electrical Load (overload or short circuit)
• Loose or Melted Conductors
• Vandalism
• Ground Settling
• Storm Damage

(Continued on Page 2)

Hot Sockets: Ways 
Brooks Can Help Fight 
this Troubling Trend
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(Continued from Page 1) Becoming informed and 
establishing methods to address hot socket issues is 
paramount for manufacturers and utilities alike. Not only 
is it critical from a PR perspective, but also from a 
financial viewpoint as well. Costs associated with socket 

safety issues increase 
substantially the 
longer they go 
undetected. Replacing 
damaged equipment 
and components if 
caught early is much 
more cost-effective 
than having to 
reconstruct the entire 
service or pay 
damages to a 
consumer. Developing 

a process that proactively identifies and mitigates problem 
sites is crucial in getting in front of hot socket issues. 

Visual inspections (covering factors such as deterioration 
of insulation to melted conductors) and mechanical 
inspections (covering variables from proper torque of wire 
lugs to the socket’s connection to the facility) can help in 
these areas.  Additionally, utilities can and should make 
use of temperature analytics capabilities provided by the 
meters to more precisely identify sites that are a concern.  

American Electric Power (AEP) has developed an 
aggressive internal program for identifying and addressing 
socket safety issues through its temperature analytic 
program.  AEP has shared much of its work with the 
industry at various conferences and its insights are a 
valuable resource for others to draw upon. The findings of 
the AEP temperature analytics program support the need 
for vigorous visual and mechanical inspection of the 
socket each time a meter is installed or removed 
(regardless of the age of the socket and/or the meter).     

To assist utilities in identifying these problems, Brooks is 
renewing the awareness of a long-standing, but little 
known product. More than 10 years ago Brooks introduced 
the Socket Jaw Tester (8300 SJT), which is a specially 
designed force gauge for measuring the insertion and 
extraction forces associated with installing a socket-type 
meter into a meter socket. The 8300 SJT provides 
immediate feedback on whether or not the socket jaw 
tension is adequate and less likely to result in 

micro-arcing. In addition to jaw tension inspection, 
Brooks recommends that utility personnel and installation 
contractors perform a visual inspection of all socket parts 
and wiring to ensure that they are in safe working 
condition. The inspection of socket installations should 
also include a mechanical review of all hardware. Are the 
lugs, mounting screws and other connections tightened to 
an acceptable and safe torque level?

Once a problem has been detected with the socket, there 
are several means to address the situation (largely 
dependent on socket ownership). In situations where the 
consumer owns the socket enclosure, the utility may elect 
to notify the consumer of the issue and require the 
consumer to replace the entire service entrance. This 
solution can be extremely expensive as it may require 
other equipment to be updated to the local and national 
electric codes. Passing on significant costs to the consumer 
in light of an inspection related to a change in meters may 
reflect badly on the utility. An alternative option may be 
lower cost mitigation performed by the utility.  

Brooks offers several mitigation solutions to help replace 
the socket components. Products such as the Universal 
Block Replacement Assembly 
(which allows field replacement of 
most 200 Amp Single-Phase S-Base 
meter socket interiors) and the 
Universal Replacement Terminal 
Block (which allows replacement of 
existing A-Base terminal blocks) 
allows the socket enclosure to be 
salvaged and costs to remain 
relatively low. The Universal Block 
Replacement Assembly was 
developed in the mid-1980’s for 
situations where the utility could 
not press the consumer to address 
an unsafe socket situation and 
utilities needed low cost solutions to 
address problem installations. 
Should a utility find sockets in a 
state of disrepair and require 
wholesale upgrade of the 
installation, Brooks is able to 
provide protective non-conductive 
socket covers, rings and seals to 
ensure customer safety.

Despite the industry’s collective 
experience in planning and 
executing meter deployments, we 
seem unable to anticipate the 
impacts of product lifecycle and 
other variables on the safe 
operation of metering equipment. 
Factors that are outside the scope 
of planning (age and condition of 
existing equipment and who 
might conduct the inspection cited here) can undermine 
the success of a meter deployment with potentially 
disastrous results. Brooks Utility Products has its ears to 
the ground and is committed to delivering solutions and 
providing leadership toward root cause consensus that will 
help the industry overcome this socket safety issue.   
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“Costs associated 
with socket safety 
issues increase 
substantially the 
longer they go 
undetected.”

Above:The Universal Block 
Replacement Assembly

Above:The Universal 
Replacement Terminal Block

Left: The 8300 SJT



On behalf of 
the Brooks 
Utility 
Products 
team, I 
would like to 
take this 
opportunity 
to thank you 
for your 
continued 
interest and 
support of 

our products. Since the invention of the 
electric meter more than 141 years ago, 
Brooks Utility Products has continued to 
provide value with innovative products 
designed to meet the utility industry’s 
evolving needs for safety, reliability and 
security.

The Brooks team is dedicated to providing 
a superior customer experience due to our 
core values of integrity, innovation and 
excellence. We are a premier supplier and 
manufacturer of a complete line of 
metering related products for the utility 
industry due to our steadfast belief in these 
values. We listen, we deliver value, we lead 
and we protect. We always ask our 
customers to bring us your challenges and 
Brooks will endeavor to deliver a premium 
product with an emphasis placed on 
product safety.

Recently ranked top in quality of products 
by our customers in an independent 
research study, Brooks’ customer-centric 
R&D program and ISO 9001-2008 
registered manufacturing facilities ensure 
that we will continue to evolve and adapt 
in an increasingly distributed energy 
future.

With over 9,000 unique products to serve 
our customers and over 3,000,000 
metering services upgraded with our 
complete line of metering conversion 
adapters, Brooks Utility Products has the 
experience and reputation to meet all our 
customers’ future needs.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hanft
President of Brooks Utility Products
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Brooks Utility Products has formally 
announced the hiring of several new 
district sales managers to further 
enhance its experience, reputation 
and ability to connect with its 
customers in order to meet their 
developing needs.

The appointments of senior sales 
manager Mike King along with 
district sales managers Tim 
Flapper, Sean Martinez, Seth 
Glazer, Deon Bradford, Jason 
Coates and Cesar Burgueño are 
the latest in Brooks Utility Product’s 
brand initiative to introduce the 
versatility and reliability of its vast 
product line.

“We’re rebuilding the sales force here 
at Brooks and our objective is simple, 
we need to get the message out to our 
customers regarding all of the exciting 
and positive things that are 
happening at Brooks,” said Phil 
Dudley, Brooks’ director of sales. “For 
example we have one customer 
service team rather than three and we 
are one vendor, not three. We have 
retained the innovative core products 
and improved the customer 
experience. My job is to make sure all 
the training these new guys have 
received on our products, the markets 
and the way our customers use our 
products is properly communicated 
so they can continue to be a valuable 
resource to our customers.”

Brooks is making a conscious effort to 
focus on advanced meter 
infrastructure (AMI) projects with 

this new sales team. With these new 
electric meters, every meter is 
essentially a PC that’s digital and has 
memory, communications capabilities 
and the versatility to improve power 
quality. AMI products require a lot of 
meter modernization and new 
security and this is where Brooks’ 
products really come into play 
according to Dudley.  

“As North America completes all its 
AMI installs we’ve got to find new 
markets in which to sell our products 
and cater to our customers needs,” 
Dudley said. “We’ve just got to 
continue to grow and that’s one of my 
biggest priorities is to communicate 
to my new guys that this finite 
product catalog we have today isn’t 
our limit, our limit is as far as your 
imagination can take you. As the guys 
are coming to understand our 
customers’ operations and the 
different applications for our 
products,they are prepared to 
communicate our customers’ needs to 
our engineering department so they 
can continue to be at the forefront of 
product innovation in the industry.” 

Dudley also stated that Brooks had 
consolidated some sales territories, 
but with this new sales force his unit 
will now be able to add people back 
into those old territory lines and get 
even more feet on the ground to 
better communicate Brooks’ 
capabilities to its customers.   

Help is on the Way: 
Brooks Bolsters Sales Force

Letter from 
the President
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Brooks Has the Answers: 
Past and Present Success 
Stories
For over 141 years, Brooks has prided itself on its innovation and its 
ability to meet its customers’ unique needs. Whether it be in 1873 or 
2014, Brooks has shown time and time again that it has the answers to 
the toughest metering related problems in the utility industry. Few 
product categories illustrate this better than meter socket adapters.  

In the mid 1950’s, when Brooks Utility Products was called Ekstrom 
Electric Controls Inc., the industry was going through a substantial 
transition from A-Base meters to the newer S-Base meters. At the time, 
Detroit Edison (DTE) was an early adopter of the new meter technology 
and found itself unable to make use of the existing A-Base meter enclosures. 
They needed a solution that could permit the installation of S Type meters in 
the original A-Base meter enclosures. Detroit Edison appealed to Ken Ekstrom, owner of 
Ekstrom Electric Controls, to design and produce a product that would permit their 
company to utilize the existing enclosure with the new S-Base meter. The commercial 
introduction of the 1402 Adapter quickly followed and the industry had its very first 
A-to-S Meter Socket Adapter. The 1402 continues to serve as DTE utilizes the nearly 
60-year-old product to update many of its oldest service areas with AMI technology.  

Flash forward to the present day as Brooks Utility Products once again broadened its 
diverse product line to solve a problem faced by another utility based in Washington state. 
Through their Community Network System, which provides fiber optic based wholesale 
telecommunications to most of their anchor institutions, businesses and residents, this 
utility needed to expand their fiber optic network across 565 miles of 
underserved rural areas. That’s where Brooks stepped in. Brooks developed a 
series of Fiber To The Home (FTTH) adapters that provide 12V power to network hardware. The FTTH 

adapters and complete field installation kits dramatically 
reduce the installation time and provide a hassle-free and 
safe method for grounding the entire system. This utility was 
able to use Brooks’ FTTH adapter and wiring in a safe and 
efficient manner.  

These are just two examples showing that Brooks Utility 
Products has and continues to provide the answers to its 
customers’ biggest challenges. Brooks Utility Products 
strives to consistently provide a superior customer 
experience through quality, attentive customer care and 
innovative solutions.

“Brooks 
Utility Products 
once again 
broadened its 
diverse product 
line to solve a 
problem.”

Above: FTTH Field Installation Kit

Above: A-to-S Adapter (the 1402 Series)



The metering industry is focusing on opportunities in the public 
power market for advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). 
Brooks understands this changing trend and, recognizing the 
importance of having channel partners that provide additional 
value to the public power market, set out to expand its Preferred 
Distributor program. In 2013, the company aggressively worked 
to sign Preferred Distributors across the United States. In late 
September, Brooks held its first ever Preferred Distributors 
Meeting in Novi, Michigan to connect with and show its 
commitment to some of its high priority channel partners. 
Among the other objectives for the meeting were:

• Gauge the program’s effectiveness by listening to the  
 feedback from our Preferred Distributors
• Bring participants up to speed on new products and
 products under development
• Give participants a chance to connect with our senior leadership 
• Provide insight into how our companies can work together in 2015 to capture opportunities in a growing  
 market segment

Highlights of the three day event were a welcome dinner at Diamond Jim Brady’s in Novi on Monday, a golf outing at 
Moose Ridge Golf Course in South Lyon on Tuesday and a tour of Brooks’ manufacturing plant in Farmington Hills 
on Wednesday. Eight distributor companies attended, including Stuart C. Irby Co., Power Line Supply, Shealy 
Electrical Wholesalers, Fletcher -Reinhardt Company, Hamilton Associates, Electric Supply of 
Tampa, Texas Meter & Device Company and Tri-State Utility Products. “This meeting was a great chance 
for all of us at Brooks to show how much we value our Preferred Distributors,” said Brooks Utility Products president 
Jeff Hanft. “We learned what we are doing well and what we need to improve upon and one of the core 
characteristics we have here at Brooks is “We listen.” We listened to the feedback we received during this meeting 
and already have several action items in place to make sure we continue to meet our customers’ needs.” Based on the 
overall feedback and effectiveness of the event, Brooks’ senior management hopes to expand the program in 2015 to 
include all its Preferred Distributor organizations.  

Brooks’ Inaugural 
Preferred Distributors 
Meeting Wrap-Up
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Brooks is attending several trade shows and metering 
schools in the first half of 2015 and would love it if you 
stopped by and talked to us about your metering 
needs. Brooks will likely add more events to this list in 
the near future, so be sure to visit our website at 
www.brooksutility.com for a complete and up-to-date 
list of events.

For more information about Brooks Utility Products, follow 
us on LinkedIn and Twitter.

 
 http://linkd.in/ZTOVEK

  @BrooksUtility  

February
DistribuTech Conference and 
Expo
February 3rd-5th 
San Diego, Calif.

March
Rocky Mountain Meter 
School
March 16th-19th 
Fort Collins, Colo.

Southeastern Meter School & 
Conference
March 16th-19th 
Auburn, Ala.

April
Heartland Meterman’s 
Conference
March 30th-April 2nd 
Wichita, Kan.

EEI Metering Conference
April 12th-16th  
Orlando, Fla.

May
Mid-South Electric Metering 
Association
May 4th-8th 
Gatlinburg, Tenn.

June 
SWEMA Spring Meeting
June 8th-11th  
Galveston, Texas

North Carolina Electric Meter 
School
June 21st-25th 
Myrtle Beach, S.C.

Where’s Brooks?

23847 Industrial Park Drive
Farmington Hills, MI 48335-1197
Tel: 1 (888) 687-3008
Fax: (248) 477-2583
Email: sales@BrooksUPG.com


